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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF DR JEFF HSI ON BEHALF OF THE 

NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY

INTRODUCTION

1 My full name is Dr Jeff Jei Pu Hsi.  I am the Global Manager and 

Chief Technical Principal of the Geotechnical Group at Snowy 

Mountain Engineering Corporation (SMEC), Sydney, Australia.  

I am a professionally qualified geotechnical engineer and have 

worked in this field for over 25 years.  My particular area of 

expertise is soft ground engineering. 

2 I have a BSc degree in Civil Engineering and MSc and PhD 

degrees in Geotechnical Engineering.  I am also a Registered 

Professional Engineer in Australia and a Chartered Engineer 

(Civil) in the United Kingdom. 

3 I have extensive experience in the geotechnical aspects of 

highway engineering and have project experience in over 

15 countries.  My recent relevant experience includes being:

3.1 The geotechnical team leader for the tender design of 

the Subiyah Causeway Project in Kuwait involving 

ground improvement of, and land reclamation over, soft 

marine clays up to 34m thickness;

3.2 A member of the Geotechnical Steering Group for the 

Ballina Bypass Project in New South Wales, Australia 

involving design and construction of the ground 

improvement works for road embankments constructed 

on soft clays up to 30m thickness; and 

3.3 A Soft Ground Specialist for the Colombo to Katunayake 

Expressway in Sri Lanka involving ground improvement 

of soft peats to support the highway embankments.  

4 I have had over 40 technical papers published in international 

journals, conferences and books and am a frequent invited 

speaker at universities, conferences and technical societies.  I 

am also a Guest Lecturer at the University of Western Sydney 

and the University of Technology Sydney and a member of the 

International Technical Committee 28 (TC28) – Underground 

Construction in Soft Ground.  

5 My evidence is given in support of notices of requirement and 

applications for resource consents lodged with the 

Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) by the NZ Transport 

Agency (NZTA) on 20 August 2010 in relation to the Waterview 

Connection Project (Project).  The Project comprises works 
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previously investigated and developed as two separate 

projects, being:

5.1 The State Highway 16 (SH16) Causeway Project; and

5.2 The State Highway 20 (SH20) Waterview Connection 

Project.

6 My evidence is given specifically in the area of soft ground 

engineering for the SH16 Causeway Project.

7 I am familiar with the SH16 area that the Project covers, and 

the State highway and roading network in the vicinity of the 

Project.

8 I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses as 

contained in the Environment Court Consolidated Practice Note 

(2006), and agree to comply with it.  In preparing my 

evidence, I have not omitted to consider material facts known 

to me that might alter or detract from my opinions expressed.

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE

9 My evidence will deal with the following:

9.1 An executive summary of my evidence;

9.2 My background and role;

9.3 A summary of the Coastal Works Report;

9.4 Post-lodgement events;

9.5 Comments on submissions; and

9.6 Comments on the ARC’s s149G Report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

10 My role in the Project is to provide expert evidence in the area 

of soft ground engineering for the SH16 Causeway Project.

Issues of potential concern are stability and settlement of the 

widened and raised new Causeway embankment to be 

constructed over soft clays. Ground improvement using the in-

situ mudcrete technique has been proposed by Aurecon as a 

means to mitigate these concerns.

11 I have reviewed the relevant documents with regard to the 

geotechnical aspects of SH16 and confirm my support of the 

Project in relation to the proposed soft ground engineering. 
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12 Extensive geotechnical investigations and concept designs of 

the ground improvement works have been thoroughly 

undertaken by Aurecon.  I am of the opinion that the Aurecon 

work is professional and adequate.  However, due to the 

variable and uncertain nature of the soft ground encountered 

by the Causeway, further investigations and designs will have 

to be undertaken during the Project’s detailed design stage to 

mitigate potential geotechnical risks.

13 I have carried out an independent check of the design of the 

ground improvement works at Chainage 1600 and conclude, 

based on my findings, that to meet the stipulated stability and 

settlement criteria (see paragraph 31 below), the depth of 

ground treatment along this section needs to be greater than 

5m.  However, the required treatment may vary along the 

length of the Project depending on the ground conditions.  

14 A trial embankment has been proposed by Aurecon to be built 

at an early stage of the Project.  The information derived from 

the trial will allow calibration of the design assumptions and 

hence optimisation of the design.  I consider there are benefits 

in undertaking the proposed trial and support this proposal.

BACKGROUND AND ROLE

Aurecon’s involvement

15 The NZTA retained Aurecon (previously Connell Wagner) as 

part of a consortia team to assist with engineering for the 

Project’s scheme design. Aurecon’s role related to the 

development of engineering scheme designs for the SH16 

section of the Project, including the Causeway and Te Atatu 

Interchange. Aurecon has been involved with this part of the 

Project since 2006. 

16 The Coastal Works Report (Report) was prepared by Lawrence 

Rutt, Civil Engineer, from Aurecon, and approved for issue by 

Jonathan Hind, Principal Highway Manager at Aurecon.  

17 The Report was lodged with the EPA on 20 August 2010 as part 

of the overall Assessment of Environmental Effects (AEE)

(specifically, Part G, Technical Report G.23). 
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18 The Report was informed by, and relies upon, other technical 

reports lodged with the EPA in support of the Project, those 

reports being primarily:

18.1 Assessment of Coastal Processes (Technical Report G.4);

18.2 Assessment of Marine Ecological Effects (Technical 

Report G.11);

18.3 Assessment of Stormwater and Streamworks Effects 

(Technical Report G.15); and

18.4 Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (Technical 

Report G.22).

19 In addition, the Report was underpinned by three supporting 

documents,1 which provided further detail and engineering 

justification for the Project works.  These supporting 

documents are:

19.1 Causeway Options Report 2 – investigates and assesses 

the engineering solutions to provide a motorway 

connection between the Great North Road and Rosebank 

Road Interchanges and recommends a preferred 

solution;

19.2 Interpretation of Hydrodynamic Design Conditions 

Report3 – defines the design performance requirements 

the Causeway engineering must achieve, taking into 

consideration the effects of climate change; and

19.3 Coastal Works Engineering Report4 – summarises the 

proposed engineering works in the coastal marine area 

(CMA) and demonstrates the extent of works required in 

the CMA for permanent and temporary occupation. It 

also details activities, methodology and timing of the 

construction works.

                                           
1 These documents were not lodged with the EPA.

2 L Rutt, Aurecon, (August 2010), attached to Mr Hind’s evidence as 
Annexure A.

3 L Rutt, Aurecon, (August 2010).

4 S Dupre, A Broadbent, N Hopkins, J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, 
(August 2010).
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20 The Coastal Works Report was accompanied by the following 

Plans:5

My involvement

21 Given the extent of soft material within the existing SH16 

corridor, and the extensive engineering work being proposed, I 

was engaged by Aurecon to provide expert advice in the field of 

Soft Ground Engineering. 

22 In preparing my evidence I have reviewed all of the 

abovementioned reports and the Ground Improvement Options 

Report,6 which assesses the geotechnical implications of 

widening and elevating the current Causeway footprint and 

provides a range of preferred ground improvement options.

SUMMARY OF COASTAL WORKS REPORT

23 In this section of my evidence I will briefly describe the key 

points of the Report and my comments on the Report in 

relation to the geotechnical aspects of the Project.  

24 The Report provides information on the proposed Project works 

and how these relate to reclamation and occupation of the 

adjacent CMA. The Report describes the locations of 

reclamation, permanent occupation and temporary occupation 

in relation to the works. It also provides details of the likely 

activities, construction methodology and timing of the works in 

order for the environmental effects to be assessed.

                                           
5 In the lodged Technical Report G.23, Table 1 contained typographical 

errors, which have been corrected in the above table.

6 J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, (August 2010), not lodged with the EPA.

Drawing 

Set
Drawing Title Drawing Numbers

F.18 Reclamation Extent 20.1.11-3-D-N-520-100 to 108

F.12 CMA Permanent Occupation Plans 20.1.11-3-D-N-941-100 to 109

F.13 CMA Temporary Occupation Plans 20.1.11-3-D-N-942-100 to 109

F.08
Whau River Motorway and 

Pedestrian/Cycleway Bridges

20.1.11.3-D-N-917-220 and 221

F.08
Causeway Motorway and 

Pedestrian/Cycleway Bridges

20.1.11.3-D-N-917-250 and 251

F.08 Great North Road Interchange 20.1.11.3-D-N-917-430 and 431
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25 The Report summarises the coastal works required to complete 

the Project and discusses the following Project Sectors in which 

works will be undertaken within the CMA:7

25.1 Sector 1 – Te Atatu Interchange;

25.2 Sector 2 – Whau River;

25.3 Sector 4 – Reclamation; and

25.4 Sector 5 – Great North Road Interchange.

26 The following components of the Project require reclamation, 

permanent and/or temporary occupation of the CMA:

26.1 Te Atatu stormwater wetland; 

26.2 Causeway embankments; 

26.3 Whau bridge piers and abutments;

26.4 Causeway bridge piers and abutments;

26.5 The realigned access road to the Rosebank Domain;

26.6 Decommissioning of the Rosebank culvert; 

26.7 Waterview Estuary channel realignment;

26.8 Oakley Creek Inlet channel realignment; and 

26.9 The Great North Road Interchange motorway-to-

motorway ramp piers.

27 Reclamation is the process of converting ground that is 

inundated by water into land that is permanently above sea or 

flood level.  For the SH16 improvements, the reclamation 

works will encompass areas adjacent to the existing motorway 

embankment that are currently occupied by intertidal mudflats.  

The following definitions have been adopted for the Project:

27.1 Reclamation:  the creation of land from the existing to 

the proposed CMA boundary that is anticipated following 

completion of construction. The existing and proposed 

CMA boundaries have been defined as Mean High Water 

Springs (MHWS), which for this Project is 1.63mRL.

                                           
7   Works in Sectors 3 and 6 to 9 are not described in the Report as the works

do not require reclamation, permanent occupation or temporary occupation 
of the CMA.
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27.2 Permanent Occupation: the permanent elements of the 

Project works that lie below MHWS of the existing CMA. 

The permanent works cover man-made structures that 

support the new motorway infrastructure and include 

embankments below MHWS, pier locations for new 

bridge structures and ground improvements to the 

founding soils.

27.3 Temporary Occupation:  the area within intertidal or 

subtidal zones needed for temporary work or occupation. 

These areas will extend beyond the boundaries of the 

permanent footprint and are necessary in order to 

accommodate the requirements and activities to allow 

for safe construction and environmental compliance.  

The duration that the CMA will be occupied will depend 

on the work activity required.

27.4 Marine Habitat Remediation:  the area where permanent 

occupation required for ground improvements is greater 

than 0.5m below the sea bed. This area will allow marine 

sediments to be replaced and provide a similar marine 

habitat to the existing environment.

28 Figure 1 below8 illustrates the areas of reclamation, permanent 

occupation, temporary occupation and marine habitat 

remediation.

                                           

8 See Figure 1.3, Section 1.3, page 6 of Technical Report G.23.
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Figure 1 Areas of reclamation, permanent occupation, 

temporary occupation and marine habitat remediation 

(not to scale)

29 The relevant geotechnical documents supporting the Report,9

suggest that the Project site is underlain by a series of 

geological units consisting of:

29.1 Fill – This material forms the existing SH16 Causeway 

embankment, which was first constructed around 1950.  

The type of fill material used for the existing 

embankment is not well documented and is variable 

along and across the Causeway.

29.2 Recent Alluvium – This material is the most recent 

deposits within the intertidal areas comprising mainly 

very soft to soft silty clays with a thickness varying 

between 2m and 12m.

29.3 Tauranga Group Alluvium (Older Alluvium) – This 

variable assemblage of generally terrestrial sediments 

overlies the East Coast Bays Formation.  These deposits 

generally consist of layers of clay, silt, sand, gravel and 

highly compressible organic clays and peats.  The 

thickness of this material is highly variable and is greater 

than 50m below the existing Causeway.

29.4 East Coast Bays Formation (ECBF) – This is the oldest 

geological formation present in the Project area and is 

                                           
9 Including “Stage 1 and Stage 2 Geotechnical Interpretative Report”

(S Dupre, M Okamoto, A Broadbent, N Hopkins, J Owusu and R Lo, 
Aurecon, August 2010), “Ground Improvement Options Report” (J Owusu 
and R Lo, Aurecon, August 2010) and “Coastal Works Engineering Report”
(S Dupre, A Broadbent, N Hopkins, J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, 
August 2010). These documents were not lodged with the EPA.  
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over 500m thick.  These deposits generally comprise 

interbedded sandstones and siltstones.

30 Potential problems with the construction of road embankments 

over soft ground, i.e. Recent Alluvium and part of the Tauranga 

Group Alluvium, include:

30.1 Instability – As the soft ground has very low strength, 

building an embankment on this material often incurs 

instability, leading to a catastrophic failure or large 

deformation.  Such instability could have both short- and 

long-term effects on the Project.  

30.2 Settlement – As the soft soil is highly compressible, an 

embankment built on this soil generally experiences 

large settlement during and after construction of the 

embankment.  Also, due to the low permeability nature 

of the soft soil, such settlement can occur over a very 

long period of time.  Excessive total and differential 

settlements over the Project design life will adversely 

impact on the Project performance, leading to increased 

maintenance cost.

31 Stability and settlement design criteria have been suggested by 

Aurecon to ensure that the Causeway embankments have been 

designed adequately. The following Tables 10 present the 

stability and settlement design criteria employed by Aurecon 

when designing the Causeway.  

                                           
10 See Tables 4.2 and 4.3, Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, pages 25-26 of the 

Coastal Works Engineering Report (S Dupre, A Broadbent, N Hopkins, 
J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, August 2010). 
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Table 1 Stability design criteria

Table 2 Settlement design criteria

32 I am of the opinion that the above design criteria are, in 

general, reasonable and follow a conventional approach.  

However, with the extended Causeway embankments being 

built on both sides of the existing Causeway with its existing 

live traffic, I consider a short-term Factor of Safety (FoS) (Case 

(d)) of 1.2 to be too low because any failure of the 

embankment during construction may give rise to a 
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catastrophic consequence.  Accordingly, I recommend that the 

detailed design adopt either a higher FoS for the short-term 

stability of the ground improvement or a risk management 

strategy for construction to ensure road user safety.  

33 Aurecon has undertaken extensive geotechnical studies and 

analyses,11 which conclude that without improvement of the 

soft ground, the proposed Causeway embankments would not 

meet the stability and settlement criteria set out in Tables 1 

and 2 above.12 As a result of those findings, Aurecon assessed 

a number of ground improvement methods for their suitability 

of application on this Project.  Figures 2 and 3 below13 show the 

Causeway with and without ground improvement works. 

Figure 2  Typical slope failure modes of a new Causeway 

without ground improvement works (not to scale)

                                           
11 Stage 1 and Stage 2 Geotechnical Interpretative Report (S Dupre, M 

Okamoto, A Broadbent, N Hopkins, J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, 
August 2010), Ground Improvement Options Report (J Owusu and R Lo, 
Aurecon, August 2010) and Costal Works Engineering Report (S Dupre, 
A Broadbent, N Hopkins, J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, August 2010). 

12 See Tables 4.2 and 4.3, Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, pages 25-26 of the 
Coastal Works Engineering Report (S Dupre, A Broadbent, N Hopkins, 
J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, August 2010).  

13 See Figures 4.3 and 4.4, Section 3.4.1, page 28 of Technical Report G.23.
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Figure 3 A new Causeway with ground improvement works 

(not to scale)

34 I consider that Aurecon’s process of geotechnical interpretation 

and analysis is appropriate. Additionally, with regard to the 

choice of geotechnical parameters, design methodology and 

predicted soft ground performance, I have undertaken an 

independent check of Aurecon’s recommendations.  My findings 

are discussed in paragraphs 0 to 75. 

35 Through a rating process, taking into account the settlement 

and stability performance, constructability, construction cost 

and time and environmental impact, the Project team 

considered the following three ground improvement methods to 

be most appropriate for the Project’s coastal works:14

35.1 Foundation Undercut - This technique is only proposed to 

be used in a limited number of locations, where the 

engineering design can allow approximately 2m of 

natural material to be removed and replaced with 

competent engineered fill. This method does not require 

the permanent occupation of the CMA to extend beyond

the new embankment toe.

35.2 In-Situ Mudcrete - This is the primary technique to be 

used to improve the material that will underlie much of 

the widened Causeway embankment. This method 

involves mixing the soft marine sediments with cement 

in order to increase its strength. A diagram of this in-

situ mixing technique is shown as Figures 4 and 5 

below.15

                                           
14 See Section 1.4, pages 6-7 of Technical Report G.23.

15 See Figures 1.4(a) and 1.4(b) Section 1.4, pages 6-7 of Technical Report 
G.23.
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The In-Situ Mudcrete process will treat approximately 2-

12m of marine sediments, with the depth of ground 

improvement depending on the findings from the 

additional ground investigation, laboratory testing and 

further design. This technique will require permanent 

occupation of the CMA of approximately 3-4m beyond 

the bottom of the proposed embankment slope.

Figure 4 In-Situ Mudcrete Mixing Technique (between 2-

5m)

Figure 5 Deep In-Situ Mudcrete Mixing Technique (beyond 

5m deep)

35.3 Marine Deposit Displacement (MDD) - This technique is 

only proposed to be used around bridge abutments and 

piled foundations, such as the Causeway bridges and 
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Rosebank Road Interchange on- and off-ramps. MDD 

involves the placement of durable rock onto a geotextile 

separator on top of the marine mud (at any tide) and 

tamping, using an excavator (at low tide), until a 

sufficient foundation has been created for the placement 

of a lightweight fill.  This method does not require 

permanent occupation of the CMA to extend beyond the 

new embankment toe. 

36 The foundation for the lightweight fill needs to be properly 

compacted to prevent differential settlements occurring.  

Excessive differential settlements of the foundation would have 

detrimental effects on the pavement supported on the 

lightweight fill.    

37 Although the three ground improvement methods preferred by 

the Project team have been chosen through a rating process 

undertaken for 13 selected options,16 such processes can be 

subjective and dependent on many factors, such as 

material/equipment availability, contractor’s 

experience/preference, etc.  Therefore, there may be other 

ground improvement methods that the detailed design team 

considers suitable in addition to the methods discussed above.

38 Due to the highly variable nature of the soft soil and the 

uncertainty of the performance prediction, Aurecon has

proposed that instrumentation and monitoring be undertaken 

during and after construction of the Causeway widening.  

Aurecon has also recommended a trial embankment as an 

initial work to monitor the performance of the ground 

improvement works.  I consider that both the 

instrumentation/monitoring and the trial embankment are good 

measures to reduce uncertainties, control risks and improve 

accuracy of performance prediction.

39 In the next section of my evidence I describe the geotechnical 

aspects of the coastal works required in each of the Project 

Sectors that have works within the CMA.

Sector 1 – Te Atatu Interchange17

40 A stormwater wetland is required within Sector 1.  The 

construction of this stormwater wetland will require coastal 

works in the CMA.  Construction of the wetland will require 

temporary occupation and disturbance of the CMA beyond the 

area required for reclamation and permanent occupation.

                                           
16 See Sections 5.3 and 5.4, page 23-34 of Ground Improvement Options 

Report (J Owusu and R Lo, Aurecon, August 2010).

17 See pages 10-12 of Technical Report G.23.
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41 Aurecon has proposed that the wetland be constructed by 

building up clay embankments, with the preferred ground 

improvement measure being the Foundation Undercut method.  

The Foundation Undercut method will require removal of in-situ 

material to an approximate depth of 2m. The excavated 

marine mud will be replaced with competent engineered fill to 

form the base of the wetland and embankment. 

42 I consider the Foundation Undercut method to be appropriate

for the wetland construction in Sector 1.  However, the design 

should be refined as additional geotechnical/construction 

information becomes available. 

Sector 2 – Whau River18

43 In Sector 2, the Whau Bridge piers and abutments, Causeway 

embankments and the realigned access road to the Rosebank 

Domain will require works in the CMA. 

Whau River Bridge

44 The Whau Bridge will require widening to both the westbound

and eastbound bridge decks and a separated pedestrian/cycle 

way bridge will be constructed on the southern side of the 

Bridge. To support the widened bridge decks and the new 

pedestrian/cycle way bridge, permanent concrete piers will be 

constructed in the CMA, positioned to align with the existing 

bridge piers. This will be undertaken in direct communication 

with the Harbour Master.

45 A temporary bridge platform will be constructed either side of 

the existing eastbound and westbound bridges to 

accommodate piling rigs, cranes and other heavy plant needed 

to install the bridge piers and construct the bridge deck.  The 

temporary piles supporting the platforms will be driven into the 

CMA and, upon completion of the widening, will be removed.

46 Before the Whau Bridge abutments can be extended to 

accommodate the widened bridge sections, Marine Deposit 

Displacement will be used to improve the quality of the 

founding ground. MDD is favoured over the Foundation 

Undercut ground improvement method in this situation, as the 

Whau Bridge is in a tidal area. Lightweight fill will be placed 

upon this foundation until the design level is achieved.

Causeway embankment

47 Before the Causeway can be widened, ground improvements 

are required on both the landward and seaward sides.  For the 

first 90m from the Whau Bridge’s eastern abutment, MDD and 

lightweight fill will be used to improve the ground either side of 

                                           
18 See Section 2, pages 13-22 of Technical Report G.23.
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the existing Causeway.  Lightweight material will be used as a 

transitional material between the bridge structure and the 

Causeway to control differential settlement and achieve design 

level.  

48 In-Situ Mudcrete will be applied on both sides of the Causeway 

between Chainages 4400 and 4600.  A dry working area 

consisting of either sheet piles or a water-filled dam will be 

created to provide a dry working area.  

Rosebank Domain access road

49 An existing local access road (currently linking Patiki Road and 

Rosebank Domain) will need to be relocated due to the 

proposed SH16 widening.  The proposed alignment requires 

approximately 1000m2 of reclamation to accommodate the new 

access road.  

50 Ground improvements will be required before formation of the 

new road and embankment, with Foundation Undercut being 

preferred in this location given the shallow depth of 

improvements and protection from tidal influence.  

Conclusions for Sector 2

51 I consider the ground improvement methods proposed for 

Sector 2 to be appropriate.  However, the design should be 

refined as additional geotechnical/construction information 

becomes available.

Sector 4 – Causeway reclamation19

52 In Sector 4, the following works will require occupation of the 

CMA: 

52.1 The widening and raising of the Causeway;

52.2 The Causeway Bridge piers and abutments;

52.3 The Rosebank culvert decommissioning; and

52.4 Realignment of the Waterview Estuary and Oakley Creek 

channels.

Causeway embankment

53 Settlement and stability analysis undertaken by Aurecon

concluded that embankment instability and excessive 

settlement would occur if ground improvement measures are 

not undertaken prior to construction of the new Causeway.  

Accordingly, a key element driving the successful construction 

                                           
19 See Section 3, pages 23-40 of Technical Report G.23.
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of the Causeway embankment will be the completion of the 

initial ground improvement works.  

54 The main type of ground improvement works to be undertaken 

in Sector 4 will be In-Situ Mudcrete.  However, In-Situ 

Mudcrete can only be undertaken when a work area is free of 

standing water; therefore a coffer dam will need to be installed 

around each work area to keep out the seawater.  

55 Two types of coffer dam, i.e. portable water-filled dams and 

sheet pile dams, have been proposed as shown in Figures 6

and 7 below.20

Figure 6 Indicative section showing location of portable 

water filled dam (not to scale)

                                           
20 See Figures 4.6 and 4.7, Section 3.5.2.1, pages 34 and 35 of Technical 

Report G.23.
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Figure 7 Indicative section showing location of sheet pile 

dam (not to scale)

56 Following completion of the ground improvement works, the 

new Causeway embankments will be constructed.  A geotextile 

will be placed along the benched slope of the existing 

Causeway embankment, extending down and along the surface 

of the improved ground to a point where the intertidal shoulder 

fill meets the granular filter layer.  Then the selected intertidal 

shoulder fill is to be placed to a level above MHWS.  The 

seaward facing slope will have a gradient of 1V:2H.  

57 A key will be excavated into the improved ground to act as toe 

support.  A geotextile layer will be placed on the front slope of 

the intertidal shoulder fill and also placed into the excavated 

key.  The chosen granular filter layer will then be placed, 

followed by placement of the rock armour protection.  Finally, 

the stored marine mud will be placed back over the proposed 

rock armour toe to form the area of marine habitat 

remediation.

58 Once the coffer dam (either water-filled or sheet pile) is 

removed, the remaining embankment works (above sea level) 

will be completed.  Several layers of geogrid reinforcement will 

be installed within this material to provide adequate stability.  

59 I note Aurecon's decision to use a 1V:2H revetment slope in 

the design is based on coastal engineering design principles. 

Aurecon suggests typical rock armour coastal protection 

structures are designed for slopes up to 1V:1.5H maximum, 

but preferably at flatter gradients as dictated by site 

conditions. Steeper slopes increase construction and 

maintenance effort and the risk of slope instability, and also 

generally require larger sized rock armour. 
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60 Current ground conditions at the Causeway are poor (estuarine 

muds), which would further increase the risk of instability. 

Aurecon has, therefore, proposed an embankment slope of 

1V:2H as part of the Causeway revetment. In my opinion, this 

approach achieves a favourable balance between the provision 

of a stable embankment and limiting the amount of 

reclamation undertaken as part of the Project.

61 During construction of the Causeway, it will be necessary to 

permit the free flow of motorway traffic at all times and it will 

therefore be necessary to undertake the embankment raising 

and elevating in a number of phases.  A simplified typical 

construction phasing methodology is presented in Figure 8

below.21

Figure 8 Proposed construction phases for widening and 

raising of the Causeway

62 The Causeway construction works will begin on the eastbound 

carriageway.  Once the eastbound carriageway is nearing 

completion, the works will switch to the westbound 

carriageway.  The general phases of works (to be undertaken 

on each side) are as follows:

                                           
21 See Figure 4.5, Section 3.5, page 31 of Technical Report G.23.
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62.1 Phase 1 – establishing the new revetment and toe extent 

(eastbound), and undertaking ground improvements;

62.2 Phase 2 – placing of shoulder fill to achieve the new 

(eastbound) carriageway design level (no works required 

in the CMA); 

62.3 Phase 3 – establishing the new revetment and toe extent 

(westbound), undertaking ground improvements, and 

placement of shoulder fill to achieve the new 

(westbound) carriageway design level; and

62.4 Phase 4 – placing of bulk fill to achieve the carriageway 

design level for the new central part of the Causeway 

(no works required in the CMA).

Causeway Bridges22

63 The Causeway Bridges will be similar to the Whau Bridge 

construction methodology, the Causeway Bridges will require 

widening to both the westbound and eastbound bridge decks.  

A separated pedestrian/cycle way bridge will be constructed on 

the southern side of the Bridges.  To support the widened 

bridge decks and the new pedestrian/cycle way bridge, 

permanent concrete piers will be constructed in the CMA, 

positioned to align with the existing bridge piers.  

64 A temporary bridge platform measuring approximately 7m in 

width will be constructed either side of the existing eastbound

and westbound bridges positioned at a distance that permits 

widening of the existing bridges to accommodate piling rigs, 

cranes and other heavy plant needed to install the bridge piers 

and construct the bridge decks.  Temporary piles will be driven 

into the CMA, and upon completion of the widening, will be 

removed.

65 Before the Causeway Bridge abutments can be extended to 

accommodate the widened bridge sections, MDD will be used to 

improve the quality of the founding ground.  Lightweight fill will 

be placed upon this foundation until the design level is 

achieved.  This will be undertaken in direct communication with 

the Harbour Master.

Rosebank culvert decommissioning

66 As advised by coastal specialists, these culvert pipes can be 

permanently sealed off and decommissioned.23 The reasons for 

decommissioning the twin Rosebank culvert are covered in Dr 

Rob Bell’s evidence. 

                                           
22 See Section 3.5.3, pages 37-39 of Technical Report G.23.

23 See Activity 16, Sector 4, page 67-68 of Technical Report G.4.
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67 This work will be undertaken within a dry working area, and 

with erosion and sediment controls in place. The twin culvert 

will be filled with concrete or other suitable material before the 

Causeway is widened. This will result in the culvert being 

inoperable, and ready to accommodate the proposed Causeway 

design.

Realignment of channels24

68 The Causeway will be widened into existing intertidal areas.  

There are three locations where the widening works will extend 

into tidal drainage channels, with the channels needing physical 

relocation to allow the Causeway improvement works to be 

completed.  These locations are:

68.1 Waterview Channel at Chainage 1550 to 1710;

68.2 Oakley Creek Channel at Chainage 810 to 870; and

68.3 Oakley Creek Channel at Chainage 660 to 700.

69 The realignment of the channels will involve the following 

construction phases:

69.1 Phases 1 and 2 – Preparation works involving 

mobilisation of two barges and a long reach excavator.

69.2 Phases 3 and 4 – Excavation of the new channel when 

the barges will be moved to the required locations during 

high tide and excavation of the new channel will be 

undertaken during low tide.

69.3 Phases 5 and 6 – Infilling of the existing channel once 

the new channel is created and in operation.

Conclusions for Sector 4

70 I consider the ground improvement methods proposed for 

Sector 4 are, in principal, appropriate.  However, the design 

should be refined as additional geotechnical/construction 

information becomes available.  

Independent check of the ground improvement design for 

Sector 4

71 I have undertaken an independent check of the design of 

ground improvement at Chainage 1600 where thick soft clays 

are present.  My findings indicate that with a mudcrete 

thickness (created through the employment of the In-Situ 

Mudcrete process) of 5m, the design would marginally satisfy a 

FoS of 1.2.  The long-term FoS of 1.5 adopted by Aurecon (see 

                                           
24 See Section 3.5.5, page 39-40 of Technical Report G.23.
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paragraph 31) could be achieved at around 15 years for 5m

thick mudcrete.  This long delay is because of the slow 

consolidation process and hence slow strength gains in the soft 

clay.  These findings suggest that deeper mudcrete treatments 

(greater than 5m thickness) should be applied to meet the 

stipulated stability criteria. 

72 With regard to settlement, a 5m thick mudcrete would 

marginally exceed the 400mm settlement criterion (see 

paragraph 31) in 25 years.  However, a large change in grade 

(about 1.5%) would occur at the interface between the 

mudcrete and the untreated ground below the existing 

embankment.  Such differential settlements at the shoulders of 

the new embankment would require mitigation.  

73 Also, with a 5m thick mudcrete, the crest elevation of the 

motorway in 100 years would be below the required +3.0m RL.  

74 These findings suggest that shallow mudcrete treatment (less 

than 5m thickness) would not meet the stipulated settlement 

criteria. Accordingly, these issues will be factored into the 

Project’s detailed design, and mitigated through the application 

of a deeper ground improvement method. 

75 Based on my independent check of the design, I conclude that 

the ground improvement should extend to below 5m in the 

areas of the Causeway where thick soft clays are present.  The 

depth and method of treatment for the Causeway can be 

determined during the Project’s detailed design.

Sector 5 – Great North Road Interchange25

76 Of the improvement works in Sector 5, only the proposed 

motorway-to-motorway ramp piers will require works in the 

CMA.  

77 Construction of the viaducts in the CMA will be completed from 

temporary platforms built adjacent to the viaduct alignment.  It 

is envisaged that temporary platforms will be built from both 

the northern and southern sides of the CMA, allowing the 

central creek channel to remain undisturbed.  Following 

completion of the construction works, the temporary platforms 

will be dismantled in the reverse order to how they were 

constructed, with the temporary piles removed completely from 

the CMA. 

78 I consider the geotechnical works proposed for Sector 5 to be 

appropriate.  However, the design should be refined as 

                                           
25 See Section 4, pages 41-45 of Technical Report G.23.
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additional geotechnical/construction information becomes 

available.  

Assessment Conclusions26

79 Table 327 below summarises the approximate areas of 

reclamation, permanent occupation, temporary occupation and 

marine habitat remediation required to provide for the coastal 

works to SH16 as part of the Project.

Table 3 Approximate areas of reclamation, permanent 

occupation, temporary occupation and marine 

habitat remediation

Area Type
Sector 1

(ha)

Sector 2 

(ha)

Sector 4 

(ha)

Sector 5 

(ha)

Total 

(ha)

Reclamation 0.10 0.41 4.20 0 4.71

Permanent 

Occupation
0.01

1.11 

(0.93)

2.68 

(0.41)

0.35 

(0.34)

4.15 

(1.68)

Temporary 

Occupation
0.05

0.6 

(0.27)

5.66 

(0.11)

0.32 

(0.31)

6.63 

(0.69)

Marine 

Habitat 

Remediation

0 0.16 1.16 0 1.32

80 The main geotechnical issues of the Project works within the 

CMA are related to the widening and raising of the existing 

Causeway because of the presence of soft soils along the 

Project site.  Potential problems with such soils include 

instability and settlement of the Causeway during and after the 

embankment construction.  Events involving instability could 

render catastrophic consequences and excessive settlements 

would affect road performance.  

81 Aurecon has undertaken a due diligent approach, including 

extensive geotechnical investigations and detailed 

studies/analyses/designs.  The Report is a summary of the 

works undertaken by Aurecon to date and, in my view, is 

robust based on the available information.  

                                           
26 See Section 5, pages 46-47 of Technical Report G.23.

27 See Table 6.1, Section 5, page 47 of Technical Report G.23.
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82 Soft ground engineering inherits natural uncertainties, and 

such uncertainties, together with associated risks, shall be 

adequately managed by the designer and the contractor during 

the course of detailed design and construction.  Aurecon has 

proposed instrumentation and monitoring, together with a trial 

embankment, to be implemented before and during 

construction of the Causeway.  I concur with this approach,

which will offer necessary information for further design 

refinement and optimisation.  I consider Aurecon’s assessment 

to be professional and excellent.  

83 My independent review and check indicate that shallow ground 

improvement (less than 5m) would not meet the stability and 

settlement criteria.  The depth and method of treatment should 

be further studied during the Project’s detailed design.

POST-LODGEMENT EVENTS

84 Aurecon has prepared a Trial Embankment Report setting out 

an outline concept of the proposed trial embankment.  A copy 

of the report is attached as Annexure A to my evidence.  The 

Trial Embankment Report describes the purpose and objectives 

of the trial embankment and also proposes the location of the 

trial.  

85 Due to the uncertainty and variability of the Project area’s soft 

soil characteristics and behaviour, I consider that there are 

benefits in undertaking the suggested trial.  Information 

derived from the trial can be used to better predict the 

embankment performance, as well as optimise the ground 

improvement design.  However, attention will also need to be 

paid in the trial embankment’s detailed design to ensure the 

trial does not impose adverse effects on the permanent works.  

COMMENTS ON SUBMISSIONS

86 I have reviewed a number of submissions28 lodged on the 

Project that comment on coastal works, soft ground 

engineering or related issues relevant to my area of expertise

and I consider my evidence addresses those issues. However, 

in this section I wish to comment briefly on two submissions.

Auckland Regional Council 

87 The Auckland Regional Council (ARC)29 provided support for 

various aspects of the Project, but raised several issues 

associated with the CMA.  The only issue relating to my areas 

                                           
28 Including Submitter Nos. 17, 32, 71, 112, 169, 179, 191 and 222.

29 Submission No. 207.
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of expertise is with respect to the retaining walls proposed near 

Pollen Island.

88 The ARC discusses the two retaining walls adjacent the main 

channel draining the Pollen Island wetland system. The ARC 

refers to these retaining walls as “reclamations”.30 However, 

both retaining walls are constructed outside of the CMA, and 

are not reclamations.

89 The ARC highlights31 the absence of permanent and/or 

temporary occupation of the CMA when constructing the two 

retaining walls, and notes that a coffer dam was not considered 

as part of this work. On this understanding, the ARC suggests

constructing reclamations (on the northern side of the 

motorway between Rosebank Peninsula and the Whau River) 

using a vertical wall design so as to negate the need for 

temporary or permanent occupation within the CMA. 

90 As noted above, the retaining walls are being constructed 

outside the CMA. Accordingly, they do not require any 

occupation or reclamation of the CMA, and the approach 

suggested by the ARC cannot be adopted.

Auckland Conservation Board

91 The Auckland Conservation Board32 is concerned about “the 

removal and stockpiling of existing contaminated soils, their 

storage and replacement as ‘soilcrete’”.33  Currently, there are 

no proposals as part of the Project to replace stockpiled soils as 

mudcrete (soilcrete). Any soil/mud taken from site (for the 

purpose of the marine habitat remediation zone or the channel 

realignment work) will be returned to the CMA with the same 

or similar material characteristics. Dr De Luca discusses 

existing contaminants within the marine environment in her 

evidence. 

COMMENTS ON THE ARC’s s149G REPORT

92 I have read the ARC’s s149G Report, and provide the following 

response as it relates to my areas of expertise. 

93 In Section 2.1 (Coastal Works) of the ARC’s s149G Report, the 

ARC discusses the coastal works proposed for the Project and 

comments on settlement and stability issues.  Settlement and 

stability criteria have been recommended by Aurecon (see 

                                           
30 Submitter No 207, Section 4.6.9

31 Submitter No 207, Section 4.9.12

32 Submitter No, 209.

33 Paragraph 9 of Submission No. 209.
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paragraph 31) so that stability is maintained during and after 

construction of the new embankment and so that the long-term 

settlement of the embankment is limited and can be managed. 

94 With respect to the mudcrete, its property is inert and will not 

react to groundwater and soil, unless there exists particular 

chemical contents within the groundwater and/or soil that 

would compromise the integrity of the mudcrete. There is no 

evidence to suggest this is the case. As such, I consider the 

mudcrete to be durable and, once installed, will not require 

on-going maintenance.  I consider mudcrete to be a suitable 

ground improvement method provided the depth of treatment 

is sufficient. The Trial Embankment will confirm the 

embankment design assumptions and the adequacy of the 

mudcrete treatment. However during detailed design other 

methods of treatment may be considered, taking into account 

the findings of the Trial Embankment, further investigations 

and considerations.

______________________

Jeff Hsi

November 2010
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1. Introduction 

The Waterview Connection project forms part of the Western Ring Route that will create improved connections 
between SH20, SH16 and SH18, providing an alternative 48km motorway between Manukau and Albany. This 
will provide an alternative to the existing SH1 route currently used by motorists. 
 
The SH16 alignment between the Great North Road and Te Atatu Road Interchanges passes through an 
estuarine area, crossing parts of the central Waitemata Harbour. From the Great North Road Interchange to the 
Rosebank Road Interchange, and between the Patiki Road Interchange and Whau River, sections of the 
carriageway are formed on low man-made embankments and the SH16 improvement works will require 
reclamation of the Coastal Marine Area (CMA). 
 
The aim of this outline concept report is to discuss the benefits of designing, constructing and monitoring a 
full scale Trial Embankment [the Trial Embankment] prior to undertaking the proposed reclamation works of 
the CMA. The primary objective from an engineering perspective is to validate and optimise the design 
assumptions, assess the short-term (during construction) and medium-term (1year) slope stability and 
settlement of the embankment and surrounding ground. 
 
The section of SH16 between Great North Road and Rosebank Road is commonly referred to as the ‘Causeway’ 
(see Figure 1.1 and the set of plans attached in Appendix A). The majority of the reclamation required for the 
improvements will be along the northern and southern edges of the Causeway. The ground conditions found 
adjacent to the Causeway are difficult due to the underlying very soft Holocene Alluvium (commonly referred to 
as marine mud). 
 

 
 
Figure 1.1 - Photograph of the Causeway flown in 2008 
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A fundamental component of the SH16 works requires significant widening and raising of the existing 
Causeway within the Central Waitemata Harbour (see cross-section in Figure 1.2 below). Given the existing soft 
ground conditions along the SH16 corridor, ground improvements are considered necessary to support the 
widened Causeway, provide stability and reduce future settlement. 
 
 

       
 
Figure 1.2 – Cross-Section showing the existing and proposed Causeway 
 
The Project team measured the suitability of a number of ground improvement techniques against the existing 
environment, its ability to mitigate the risk of slope instability and its tendency to excessive deformation. 
Ground improvement techniques reviewed and considered include (but are not limited to):   
 

• Foundation undercut; 
• Surcharging; 
• Marine Deposit Displacement; 
• Dynamic Replacement; 
• Wick Drains; 
• Lightweight Fill; 
• In-situ soil stabilisation; 
• Deep Soil Mixing; 
• Stone/sand column. 

 
Following a careful review of available options, in-situ soil stabilisation was considered the most feasible 
solution to improve the strength of the Holocene Alluvium, i.e. marine muds. In-situ soil stabilisation is 
achieved by mixing small quantities of either lime or cement with existing soils. 
 
In New Zealand, the material formed as a mixture of soil and cement by the mass stabilisation process when it 
is undertaken over a shallow depth (up to about 5m thick) is termed “mudcrete”. Past project experience 
indicates that this is a viable process and hence the term “mudcrete” has been widely used in reference to 
some of the ground improvement works proposed. If shallow mixing techniques are insufficiently robust and 
ground improvement is needed to be taken to greater depths, then alternative methods, such as Deep Soil 
Mixing, may be appropriate, but the basic premise of mixing soil with lime or cement is the same.  

Existing Causeway Surface 

Typical Cross-Section 
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Construction of the Trial Embankment and installation of the testing instrumentation is expected to take 40 to 
60 working days, though this will be defined during the detailed design process. Once complete, the Trial 
Embankment will be monitored closely. Data from the Trial Embankment will continue to be collected up to the 
point where it is removed to make way for the main Causeway works. The successful Alliance Contractor will 
be responsible for removing the Trial Embankment in advance of the Causeway works. 

2. Objectives 

To date, preliminary geotechnical analysis, including settlement and slope stability, has been carried out at a 
number of locations along the Causeway. The results suggest that adequate ground improvement and internal 
embankment reinforcement are essential to avoid issues with stability and excessive settlement and potential 
impacts on the stability of the existing Causeway, refer to Figure 2.1. 
 

 
 

WITHOUT GROUND IMPROVEMENT WORKS 
 
 

 
WITH GROUND IMPROVEMENT WORKS 

 
Figure 2.1 – Sections showing Causeway with and without Ground Improvements (Indicative only) 
 
The following are the main objectives for the Trial Embankment: 
 

• Confirm and validate design parameters and assumptions through construction and monitoring of the 

Trial Embankment; 

• Undertake the trial in the same footprint as the main project works; 

• Confirm the proposed ground improvement method and assess its viability and efficiency; 

• Confirm and calibrate the short-term load-strain behaviour, including settlement and stability of the 

shoulders and embankment area of the existing Causeway; 
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• Confirm design assumptions and predictions; 

• Check field performance with predicted settlement magnitudes and rates; 

• Allow an assessment of improved shear strengths of materials below the in-situ stabilised soils; 

• Confirm preload periods and magnitudes; 

• Refine actual embankment construction sequence and shorten consolidation time if possible; 

• Quantify risks that may arise during the ground improvement works; 

• Assess the implementation and effectiveness of the marine habitat remediation; 

• Assess the existing and proposed rock armour / coastal protection and its impact on the proposed 

Causeway widening and adjacent upper intertidal zone. 

 
Importantly, the Trial Embankment will not be designed to fail, which is typical engineering practice to 
determine the lower bound design parameters. Given the likely trial location (see Section 4), a conservative 
approach will be required to maintain stability and a high level of safety whilst working next to a live 
motorway.  

3. Existing Geological Conditions 

The following section is intended to provide a brief overview of the existing geological conditions, allowing for 
a better understanding of the challenges presented in the design of both the Trial Embankment, and ultimately 
the SH16 Causeway design.  
 
The SH16 Causeway crosses ground with a variety of geological conditions both horizontally and vertically; 
with each material having different geotechnical design parameters. The underlying geology of the proposed 
alignment can be summarized to comprise four main units that are discussed below. The different geological 
units are discussed in stratigraphical order from oldest to youngest or deepest to the shallowest. 
 

3.1 East Coast Bays Formation 

East Coast Bays Formation (ECBF) of the Waitemata Group is the predominant basement geological unit in the 
Auckland region with occasional outcrops in the site area. 
 
The ECBF from the Great North Road Interchange to the Whau River area is generally extremely weak to very 
weak, fine grained, silty sandstone and is poorly cemented. The sandstone is commonly interbedded with a 
lesser fraction of sandy siltstone. The alternating nature and graded bedding of the ECBF is a typical feature of 
materials deposited in a marine basin by turbidity currents. 
 
The ECBF typically varies considerably in weathering grade. The ECBF has been separated into three broad 
weathering zones reflecting the varying mechanical properties of each of these materials. These are as follows: 
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1. Residual soil/Completely weathered rock (i.e. material completely in a soil condition); 
2. Highly to moderately weathered rock (i.e. rock and soil mixtures of Standard Penetration Test (SPT) N 

<50); 
3. Slightly to unweathered rock (i.e. material completely in a rock condition and of SPT N >50). 

 
Although both the residual soil and completely weathered rock display soil characteristics, the latter differ by 
the presence of a remnant bedding fabric. 
 
The presence of ECBF will mainly influence the SH16 improvement works over the western part of the proposed 
alignment where the ECBF has only a thin strata of overburden and piled foundations may be considered 
(proposed Whau River Bridges). In the east of the alignment, the ECBF lies at greater depth with a much thicker 
overburden and, except for the possibility as a bearing stratum for piled foundations (Causeway Bridges), will 
have minimal influence as a founding stratum. 

3.2 Tauranga Group 

The majority of the proposed SH16 road alignment (except along the Causeway, through Traherne Island and 
the Rosebank Peninsula to Whau River) will be formed within the Tauranga Group soils, which comprise a 
heterogeneous accumulation of predominantly fine sediments, including silts, clays, fine silty sands and peat. 
 
In the Auckland Region, Tauranga Group deposits are mainly present in extensive lowland areas west and 
south of Auckland City. Tauranga Group sediments include gravels, sands, silts, muds and peat of fluvial, 
lacustrine and distal volcaniclastic deposits (Edbrooke, 2001). 
 
Silicic volcanic materials that dominate the sediments were derived initially from Coromandel Peninsula and 
later from central North Island sources. Thickness is highly variable, usually within the range 5 to 60m, but can 
exceed 100m locally. 
 
The Puketoka Formation is generally described by Kermode (1992) as consisting of undifferentiated, mainly 
pumiceous deposits of light grey to orange brown, well-sorted (some graded) bedded (2 to 200mm), mud, 
sand, and gravel comprising of angular to well-rounded rhyolite pumice clasts and weathered rock. The 
deposits are very soft to soft and weather to very soft, variously coloured clays. The Puketoka formation also 
includes beds of black muddy peat and lignite. 

3.3 Holocene Alluvium 

Between Great North Road and Whau River the recent alluvium has been classified as a separate stratum from 
the Tauranga Group (although this unit is generally included in Tauranga Group in most publications). This 
material is commonly referred to as marine, estuarine or intertidal mud. It is generally very soft clay/silt which 
contains areas of shells and shelly debris usually in concentrated bands. 
 
The material is shown to occupy Traherne Island on the 1:50,000 scale geological map [Ref - Kermode L, 
(1992): Geology of the Auckland Urban Area Sheet R11 Scale 1:50,000, IGNS Geological Map 2]. The 
undifferentiated alluvium is described as unconsolidated to very soft variously coloured, poorly-sorted, usually 
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graded beds of mud, sand and gravel comprising angular to well rounded rock fragments and weathered rock 
residue. Beds of black organic clay and fibrous peat are common and the sequence can be up to 35m thick. 
Organic rich alluvium is described as being up to 20m thick and consisting of unconsolidated to very soft beds 
of dark brown to black muddy peat made up of carbonaceous remains (plant litter), mud, some sand and 
abundant water.  
 
Around the Causeway the 1992 1:50,000 scale geological map distinguishes between intertidal mud being 
reported to the south and littoral deposits; intertidal and beach ridge to the north. The intertidal mud is 
described as unconsolidated, loose or slightly compacted mixtures of light to dark grey sand and mud with or 
without shell which accumulated throughout the Late Pleistocene and Holocene, whereas the littoral deposits 
are described as indistinctly or very thinly bedded, grey to black mud commonly vegetated with mangroves. 

3.4 Fill 

Between the Great North Road Interchange and Rosebank Road Interchange, and between Patiki Road 
Interchange and Whau River sections of the carriageway lie on fill embankments (the Causeway). 
 
From the Great North Road Interchange to Rosebank Road Interchange, the existing Causeway embankment 
varies in width but is generally around 55m wide from the northern revetment toe to the southern revetment 
toe. It currently supports three lanes of general traffic in both the eastbound and westbound directions. 
 
Recent ground investigations have not provided any specific information as to the type of material used during 
the original Causeway construction. However a review of historical typical cross-sections produced for the 
construction of the original Causeway between 1950 and 1956 has revealed three main construction 
techniques were used, which include: 
 
1. Section on mudflats – It is understood that within the mudflat area, the Causeway was constructed by 

constructing two ‘clay bunds’ directly on the marine muds (marking the perimeter of the Causeway) and 
infilling the middle section with sand and shell. Contradicting this, in another cross-section, the outer 
bunds are termed ‘scoria bunds’ and a published paper (Newland and Allely, 1952) recorded the space 
between bunds as being in-filled with “selected fill” of an intermediate nature. The outer edge of the 
bunds is recorded to have a 1.5h: 1.0v slope.  

 
The bunds were between 0.6 and 4.8m high. The top of each of the bunds was recorded as approximately 
3m wide, with the overall width of the entire area being originally around 50m wide.  

 
The cross-sections also indicate that the construction process in these areas was typically staged by using 
one or two ‘lifts’ to achieve the design level.  

 
2. Section across estuary – This area of the Causeway (assumed to be an area inundated by water at each 

tide) is assumed to have been constructed in two separate stages with the first prior to 1952 and the 
second between 1954 and 1956.  

 
Unlike the area crossing the mudflats, the cross-sections suggest that this area of the Causeway was 
completed by constructing a platform approximately 50m wide and between 0.6m and 4.8m high. The 
materials used to construct the section are not known. However, due to the assumed environment 
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(permanently covered by water) it is likely that larger granular material such as scoria would have been 
used. The edge of the bunds is recorded to have a 1.5h: 1.0v slope. 
 
The second stage of work appears to have duplicated what was done in the first stage. 

 
3. Section excluding mudflats and estuary (around Traherne Island) – This area of the Causeway is assumed 

to encompass all areas that do not cross mudflats or open water. The construction details for this area are 
very similar to the section that crosses the tidal estuary. However, rather than being up to 4.8m high, the 
plans suggest that a maximum height of 0.6m was used. 

 
The second stage of work appears to have duplicated what was done in the first stage. 

 
Coastal Rock armour was immediately applied where the Causeway embankment was exposed to incoming 
wave action. This coastal rock armour is still being used to protect the existing Causeway, though it is likely 
that some rock armour has become displaced due to settlement and instability through the existing Causeway 
design life. Displaced coastal rock armour has the potential to interrupt ground improvement works if found 
buried at certain locations beyond the Causeway embankment slope, and must be considered when 
undertaking any works in the CMA. 

4. Trial Embankment Location 

The proposed Trial Embankment will be located between Ch1700 and 1850m on the northern (eastbound) 
margin of the Causeway. The total Trial Embankment area will depend upon the number of ground 
improvement test cells installed as part of the trial. It will also need to consider the test cells partitioning or 
longitudinal offset from each other (distance to be determined during the detailed design) to avoid any 
influence that one particular ground improvement method may have over another, resulting in false or skewed 
results.  
 
A number of different areas have been assessed as potential locations for the Trial Embankment. However, the 
northern side of the existing Causeway (between Ch1700 and 1850) is preferred for the following reasons: 
 

• The area is underlain by sediments that are generally representative of much of the proposed 
reclamation area; 

• The area lies within the footprint of the proposed SH16 coastal works. Although the Trial Embankment 
will be removed prior to the main coastal works, undertaking a trial within this area allows a direct 
comparison against the considerations likely to be required during the coastal works; 

• The existing coastal protection (rip-rap) within this area is less robust than many other areas and so 
less intrusive enabling works are required; 

• Vegetation cover within this area is quite sparse (when compared to other locations) and so will result 
in less disturbance of flora; 

• The ability to create safe construction access off the motorway; 
• Avoids the pedestrian/cycle way which is located on the southern side of the motorway; 
• Avoids the Waterview Estuary and Oakley Inlet channels on the southern side of the motorway; 
• Avoids the shell Chenier Ridge deposits at Ch2050-2150; 
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• Avoids the complexities associated with the series of groynes at the eastern end of the Causeway 
(Ch1400-1550) 

 
The Trial Embankment, including any temporary occupation of the CMA shall not extend beyond the 
Construction Footprint identified in the Waterview Connection ‘Assessment of Effects’ documentation, and 
shown in Appendix A. 
 
The proposed site for the Trial Embankment is located 200m to the east of the Chenier Ridge (shell bank) that 
is at the eastern edge of Traherne Island and 150m west of the nearest groyne on the northern side.. 
 
The area is intertidal and therefore one of the first construction activities will be the installation of a water-
filled cofferdam that will be used to create a working area. The cofferdam will also act as a barrier to prevent 
sediment generated during the soil stabilisation process from entering the Waitemata Harbour. The installation 
of the water-filled dam will also form part of the trial, given its bespoke use within New Zealand. Its 
application will be monitored and reported as part of the Trial. 
 
Figure 4.1 shows the view looking east from Ch1800 on the northern side of the Causeway. The dashed 
(yellow) line marks the extent of the very soft marine mud.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.1 – View East from Ch1800 on the Northern side of the Causeway 
 
Concept layout plans for the Trial Embankment are presented in Appendix B. They include a location plans 
showing the Trial Embankment area within the Waterview Connection project, a plan indicating the typical 
footprint associated with the Trial Embankment and a typical cross-section. 

Very Soft Marine Mud 

General Trial Location – 

See Appendix B for more 

information 

Shell Crust 
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5. Mudcrete testing 

Prior to trialling ground improvements, in-situ mudcrete testing (via trial pits) will be undertaken to determine 
the preferred or optimum cement ratio to be used as part of the ground improvement works. This early testing 
activity is key to understanding the direct relationship between the amount of binder, such as cement, to be 
used, and the resulting strength gains achieved. A number of mudcrete test sections will be installed prior to 
the Trial Embankment works and ground improvements, allowing the examination of different cement ratios so 
that an optimum binder ratio is obtained and to assist with the design of mudcrete techniques. 
 
It is suggested that: 
 

• The mudcrete test is undertaken over an area either side of the Trial Embankment (so as not to 
influence the actual Trial Embankment) on soils that are representative of the Trial Embankment 
footprint and the Causeway; 

• The individual mudcrete test cell size will be determined during the detailed design stage. The 
number of mudcrete test cells will also be determined through the design process; 

• Each cell will have a unique cement binder ratio; 
• Samples will be collected prior to and immediately after mixing from the cells to determine the 

optimum cement binder ratio(s) and mixing efficiency; 
• In-situ cured mudcrete samples will be collected at 28 days to assess the actual strength of the raft; 
• Cone penetration testing (CPT) will be used to assess the uniformity of the vertical strength gain 

throughout the raft; 
• Trial pits will be excavated at 3 days, 7 days and 28 days according to a predetermined testing plan, 

and examined by a qualified geologist logging the core for visual determination of variance in 
uniformity. Care will be taken to note changes in consistency, as consistency can indicate the mixing 
efficiency; 

• A mixing area will be chosen that provides representative soil samples and typical ground conditions 
so that the results are meaningful; and 

• Any environmental impact will be monitored and the construction process will be adjusted 
accordingly. 

 
A laboratory mudcrete trial has been undertaken to understand the expected strength gains generated through 
adding a cement binder. To date, testing has looked at 1 and 7 day curing durations, with 28 day curing 
results being analysed at the time of this report. The methodology and results for both the 1 and 7 day curing 
tests can be seen in Appendix C. Analysis of the 28 day test results will be provided during the design process, 
if not before. 
 
To limit the amount of ecological habitat loss through the mudcrete testing area, the existing mudflat will be 
excavated to a depth not less than 500mm before installation of the testing cells, with the excavated material 
being stored within the construction area. Following installation of the various mudcrete testing cells, the 
excavated material shall be returned to its original location, so as to accommodate the Marine Habitat 
Remediation Zone (See Section 7.5). 
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6. Trial Design and Monitoring 

6.1 Design 

The Trial Embankment will adopt a similar design form as the proposed Causeway cross-section, with the 
same fill material specifications and design criteria.  
 
The specifications and requirements of the fill used will be different for different parts of the embankment. It 
is likely that five main fill types will be used for the reclamation works. These are listed below with a typical 
cross-section showing the indicative location of the different fill types within the embankment. The design 
model incorporating these fill types will be provided during the design stages. 

 

Figure 6.1 - Typical cross-section of type and location of proposed fill types (not to scale) 

The following provides a brief description of each item in Fig 6.1 - 

• Granular Fill (could be GAP 65)– this comprises material required to improve construction trafficability 
above the area of proposed ground improvement and also as a layer underlying the proposed 
pavement layers; 

• Filter Material (could be Graded Durable Rock/Graded Sand/Geotextile) – to allow the flow of water / 
provide protection to internal fill layers. 
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• Shoulder Fill (could be Soft Pit Run (SPR) or AP300 – Intertidal Zone – will comprise the main part of the 
fill required to widen the embankment, this material will be placed below Mean High Water Spring 
(MHWS) level. 

• Shoulder Fill (could be ECBF rock) – Dry Zone (Bulk Fill) – this will comprise material to be placed once 
the intertidal shoulder material has been placed to raise the embankment to the proposed design 
height. 

• Rock Armour (could be Basalt to achieve D50=300-450mm grading) – used on the side slopes against 
coastal erosion at 2:1 slope. The Trial Embankment will utilise existing coastal rock armour/rip rap, 
comprising of boulders. The proposed revetment design shows coastal rip rap extending to the crest 
of the embankment on the northern side, designed to meet a design life of 2100 to combat projected 
sea level rise and future settlement. However, for the purposes of the trial, there is no requirement for 
the coastal protection to achieve this elevation given its temporary status. The coastal armour can 
therefore be installed to achieve the existing reduced level, resulting in cost and time savings during 
the Trial Embankment. It will also reduce demand for additional coastal rock armour. 

 
• Bio-filter – topsoil used at the edges of the proposed carriageway for stormwater treatment. The bio-

filter will not be installed as part of this temporary trial. Instead, a reticulated system will be installed 
to collect and transfer runoff around the Trial Embankment. 

• Pavement Material – for the pavement layers. With the trial falling short of the live traffic lanes and bus 
shoulders, there will be no pavement construction with the exception of a temporary haul road. The 
temporary haul road will allow machine access to the existing Causeway edge, and will form part of 
the temporary traffic management plan. 

• Ground improvement such as mudcrete or similar approved – Preferred ground improvement 
technique, with the possibility of using other improvement techniques under separate Trial 
Embankment test areas. 

The precise dimension and scale of the Trial Embankment and associated ground improvements will be 
defined during the detailed design stage. 

6.2 Monitoring 

A comprehensive instrumentation plan should supplement the design drawings and specification; however this 
section highlights the general instrumentation rationale. Please note that the instrumentation configuration 
presented in Figure 6.2 below is for indicative purposes only and that the actual configuration of 
instrumentation, as well as the embankment size and form, are expected to differ following detailed design. 
Nevertheless, this will not change the embankment footprint or methodology. 
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Figure 6.2 - Typical cross-section shows the proposed instrumentation that may be installed 
  
The embankment is to be instrumented and monitored on site. Instruments will be installed after the in-situ 
soil stabilisation is complete and prior to placement of the structural fill. The monitoring will have to be 
commenced prior to placement of fill for suitable calibration and control to take place. Allowance for 
instrumentation will result in the Trial Embankment extending approximately 3m beyond the proposed 
Causeway, as noted in Fig 6.2 and again in Appendix B. 
 
Instrumentation specialists will supply, install and monitor the instruments, providing the NZTA’s consultant 
with the data output, allowing for interpretation of the readings. The instruments will be installed in three 
identical lines in each of the trial cells. 
 
The purposes of each instrument are as follows: 
 

• Inclinometers - to measure ground lateral movements and to interpret ground stability during 
embankment construction; 

• Vibrating wire piezometers - to measure pore water pressure at the tip levels and show pore pressure 
changes; 

• Settlement extensometers - to measure ground settlements at different depths and indicate 
settlements in different layers; 

• Settlement plates - to measure vertical ground settlements at ground level; 
• Settlement markers - to measure surface deformation of settlement markers; 
• Profilometer – to measure total and differential settlement of the embankment; 
• Total Pressure cells – to measure the magnitude and distribution of stresses at different depths 

beneath the embankment. 
 
Following consultation with Coastal Marine Experts, the following monitoring was suggested: 
 
During Construction 

• Visual water quality inspections  

See Appendix 
B for greater 
clarity 
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• Water quality monitoring for TSS and pH 
  
Post Construction (specifically relating to the remediation area) 

• visual inspection of sediment for sediment loss 
• measurement of depth of remediated sediment  
• depth of surface oxygenated sediment 
• benthic invertebrate community composition 

6.3 Trial Embankment Removal 

Though a construction methodology for removal of the Trial Embankment [in advance of the Causeway 
widening works] has not yet been completed, the following requirements are expected. 
 

• Removal of the Trial Embankment will be undertaken within a dry working area. 
• The Trial Embankment shall be removed once the Causeway widening Contractor is ready to install the 

new embankment. 
• Attention to the Marine Habitat Remediation Zone shall be given throughout the removal of the Trial 

Embankment. 

7.  Design Considerations 

7.1 Differential Settlement 

It is accepted that uniformity of settlement is unlikely across the Causeway length. Different areas within the 
Causeway embankment will settle at different rates, creating differential settlement. 
 
The Trial Embankment will be designed such that the extent of differential settlement between the Trial 
Embankment and the existing Causeway, as well as the Trial Embankment and future ground improvements 
installed as part of the wider project, are minimised.  

7.2 Drainage 

Stormwater run-off from the existing motorway carriageway will be safely collected and graded away from the 
Trial Embankment works site(s). The construction of the Trial Embankment will not increase the risk of 
carriageway flooding or cause additional erosion and scour.  

7.3 Underground Obstructions 

Given the type and form of ground improvements being investigated as part of the Trial Embankment, it is 
important that the receiving ground be free of any obstructions. Existing basalt boulders placed during the 
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original 1950 Causeway construction may have become dislodged and buried over time, creating a number of 
obstructions along the Causeway edge.  
 
A series of investigations is recommended prior to undertaking ground improvements, designed to determine 
the extent of possible obstructions. Obstructions will need to be removed prior to beginning the ground 
improvement works so as to avoid any damage to construction plant, creating knock-on delays to the 
construction programme and cost. 
 
Additionally, there are densely populated areas of existing mangrove. The mangrove areas have shallow, but 
comprehensive root, structures that will need to be removed before ground improvement work can begin. The 
existing roots are expected to conflict with ground improvement plant, hindering construction progress and 
possibly damaging the ground improvement plant.  

7.4 Traffic Management 

All on-road activities must be carried out in accordance with a Traffic Management Plan (TMP) that has been 
approved by the NZTA as the Road Controlling Authority for SH16. All temporary traffic management must be 
designed in accordance with the New Zealand Code of Practice of Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM). 
The following key traffic management assumptions have been made for the Trial Emabnkment: 
 

• Temporary lane widths are unlikely to be affected by the Trial Embankment site, so the existing 3.5m 
lanes will be maintained throughout the project area. This can be reduced to 3.35m (measured from 
the centre of line markings) provided that a temporary speed limit of 80kph is applied. 

• Whenever possible, bus shoulder operation will be provided to maintain bus priority provision similar 
to existing levels. 

• Temporary traffic barriers are required to separate work areas from the live lanes. 

7.5 Marine habitat remediation zone 

As noted in the Assessment of Marine Ecological Effects [page 1], “construction associated with the [Waterview 
Connection] Project will have adverse effects on marine ecological values including permanent habitat loss, 
temporary habitat loss and disturbance from discharge of sediment and contaminants, and noise and 
vibration.  Mitigation of the adverse effects of permanent marine habitat loss arising from construction of the 
Project can be off-set through remediation of intertidal mudflat habitat adjacent to the Causeway 
Embankment...”. 
 
The Project team identified an opportunity to reduce the permanent habitat loss footprint, instead resulting in 
an additional area of temporary habitat disturbance. This is called the ‘Marine Habitat Remediation Zone’. 
Instead of forming the mudcrete to the existing sediment surface, sediment will be excavated to a depth of 
0.5m from the 3.0 m wide outer edge of the ground improvement works on each side of the embankment (in 
sections as the work progresses), prior to mudcreting.  The excavated sediment will be stored within the works 
footprint and then the mudcreting process applied to the ground improvement area.  Subsequently, the stored 
sediment will be replaced on top of the mudcrete, see Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 – Section indicating the Area of Marine Habitat Remediation 
 
The Marine Habitat Remediation Zone will be a fundamental requirement of the wider Waterview Connection 
Project, so must be applied within the Trial Embankment. This Marine Habitat Remediation Zone not only 
applies to the Trial Embankment works, but also the mudcrete testing cells identified in Section 5 above. 

7.6 Coastal Processes 

Any physical effects of a trial embankment will be similar to those discussed in the Assessment of Coastal 
Processes Report (G.4), as the construction of the widened Causeway is likely to be undertaken in discrete 
sections. Depending on wave-storm activity and the direction waves approach the shoreline, there may be 
localised edge or corner effects on the intertidal seabed topography from discrete construction sites protected 
by perimeter cofferdams. 
 
The design of the trial embankment and associated cofferdam will include smooth curved, rather than right-
angle, corners to reduce any edge or corner effects that may arise and more easily allow down-drift sediment 
transport to by-pass the site. Appropriate seabed geotextile mats or rip-rap at the corners will also act to 
stabilise the seabed. Overall, the effects of the trial embankment on physical processes will be no more than 
minor. To document and confirm that the effects are indeed minor, a general monitoring condition has been 
proposed to undertake periodic surveys of the seabed that would apply to all discrete Causeway construction 
areas on the northern side (including for the trial embankment). 

7.7 Stability 

As suggested in Section 2, the Trial Embankment will not be designed to fail. Failure is typically an objective of 
a geotechnical trial, which is designed to better understand the lower bound design parameters. 
 
The trial will be located next to a live motorway, and within a CMA characterised as Marine Reserve. For these 
reasons, the Trial Embankment will not impact on the integrity of the existing SH16 Causeway, nor create any 
effects to the Marine Reserve that are beyond those already assessed and mitigated as part of the main 
Waterview Connection Project works. 
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The detailed design will assume and apply Factors of Safety (FoS) that reduce the likelihood of an embankment 
failure. Furthermore, a comprehensive Risk Register will be prepared during the deign process, and a treatment 
plan put in place for the top risks identified.  
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8. Appendix A – F.05 Construction Scheme Plans 20111-3-D-N-912 
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9. Appendix B – Trial Embankment Concept layout plans 
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10. Appendix C – Mudcrete Lab Testing results 
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Laboratory results 
 
Table 1: Results for laboratory mixed and cured mudcrete 

 

 
 
Chart 1: 1 day and 7 day test results for 
laboratory mixed and cured mudcrete 

Chart 2: strength gain from 1 to 7 days for laboratory 
mixed and cured mudcrete 
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Discussion of Results 
 
The initial results show that: 

• A UCS strength of 400kPa was achieved at the test moisture content for binder ratios of 
80kg/m3 and greater at 7 days curing time when thoroughly mixed in the laboratory. It is 
unlikely the laboratory mixing efficiency will be achieved by in-situ mixing in the field and in-situ 
strengths would be expected to be lower.  

• when moisture content is held constant, strength gain with increased binder (cement) ratio is 
generally linear except for a binder ratio of 60kg/m3. 

• The strength gain does not taper off indicating that there is significant headroom for further 
strength gain towards 28 days.  
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Preliminary Review of Laboratory Mudcrete Testing Trial  

(March 2010) 
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The laboratory samples have been thoroughly mixed in the lab. In-situ soil mixing will not be as efficient 
so strength gain for in-situ mixed soil is expected show greater variability – higher strength for pockets 
with a high cement content and lower strength pockets with a lower cement content. One of the goals of 
the field mudcrete trial will be to assess mixing efficiency of the plant to ensure the minimum design 
strength of the mudcrete raft can be achieved. 
 
The “as-received” near surface marine sediments have local moisture contents in the range of 115%. 
This is due in part to water incursion during the sampling but also raises the question if the natural 
moisture content parameter of 76% determined by previous testing is not representative of all marine 
muds. For this reason, a suite of samples will be prepared for binder ratios of 60, 80, 100 and 120kg/m3 
at a water content of 120% to determine the strength gain possible.  A higher binder ratio may ultimately 
be needed for near surface marine muds.  
 
Strengths of 28 day samples will be monitored to see if there is scope for further improvement in 
strength after 28 days in which case 56 day samples will be tested (if sufficient sample remains) 
 
The laboratory and in-situ ground curing environments are different in terms of pressure and 
temperature. The retrieval of mudcrete after 28 days by rotary coring will allow UCS testing of in-situ 
cured mudcrete to ensure actual in-ground strength is achieved and to establish an in-ground strength 
gain curve for the optimum binder ratio and to determine variability.  
 
In-situ testing using a cone penetration test (CPT) rig will allow uniformity with depth to be assessed. In-
situ testing has been discussed in the proposal for a mudcrete field trial. CPT testing would be proposed 
at 7 days curing time. A UCS shear strength of 400 kPa would equate to a CPT cone resistance of 
approximately 10MPa. A 20+ MPa CPT rig can be used if necessary. 
 
 
 




